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Abstract

Balinese farmer in doing their daily activities in agricultural work still relay on their hand tools. One of the hand tools used is the hoe. In fact there are two type of hoe, fork type and single blade hoe. The single blade hoe is very rare used for hoeing in wet rice field. Farmer chose the fork type one. Therefore, a study was conducted to compare the efficacy of those two hoes. Twenty farmers were participated voluntarily. They were divided into two groups evenly. The first group hoeing using the fork type hoe, and the second group using the single blade one. They hoeing in the same area of rice field (wet rice field) from 07.00 until 12.00. The parameter measured were resting and working heart rate, product and productivity, musculoskeletal disorders, and the deep of soil hoed. The student-t test was applied to analyses the results. The results found are: a) the working heart rate, the product and productivities were 111.1 ± 14.66 bpm; 127.74 ± 9.15 m2; 0.54 ± 0.00 and 110.2 ± 13.88 bpm; 126.88 ± 8.79 m2; 0.54 ± 0.00 for first group and second group, respectively. The MSD and the deep of soil hoed were 4.50 ± 1.97; 30.0 ± 2.54 cm and 4.45 ± 2.03; 29.64 ± 1.75 cm for both groups. There are no significant different found statistically. Therefore, it is concluded that the efficacy of single blade hoe is similar to the fork type hoe for hoeing the wet rice field in the tropic. For further study it is recommended to use these two hoes for hoeing in the dry soil.[MEDICINA 2009;40:43-6].
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INTRODUCTION

Due to geographical condition of Bali, agricultural lands are in a conical type. Balinese farmers make us of that in a such way to be fitted with the condition in forms of terraced rice fields. Therefore, it is impossible to mechanize all the agricultural tools. The limited farmer’s land ownership also another factor why buying a hand tractor is still a luxury one for Balinese farmers. Therefore, agricultural hand tools still used by the farmers in doing their agricultural tasks. The hand tools used for agricultural tasks are hoe, ploughs, dyke cleaner knife, herb cutting knife, harvesting knife, rice cutter, and sack or basket. Amongst the hand tools used the hoe still playing the significant role for land preparation. There are more than 600,000 farmers in Bali. Almost every farmer in Bali has a hoe. There are two type of hoe e.g. fork type hoe and single blade hoe. The single blade hoe is fabricated one, and the fork type hoe is made manually by the local blacksmith. In the market it is not available to buy all agricultural hand tools. It is available for buying hoe (fork type
and single blade), sickle, and long knife. Another hand tools like rice cutter, herb cleaner, plough, and harvesting knife is made locally.

Up to now, very few of research had been conducted on the efficacy of Balinese farmers hand tools. Manuaba and Nala had been pointed out that the single blade hoe of slifer brand is the best one. Adiputra pointed out that the Balinese farmers were lean, nor of them suffering of overweight. There was due to their physical activities. The agricultural works considered as highly demanding task.

In doing any study on Balinese farmer, the approach must be done through the farmer traditional organization which called subak. As it had already reported by Adiputra et al. that an intervention to farmer through subak organization, could meet the goals efficiently. The same case was also reported by Adiputra et al. in Batunya Village of Tabanan regency. The communication between subak members are very intensive, therefore, it is very good media for every body in regards doing any intervention study to farmers. The workload of traditional harvesting rice was also assessed by Adiputra et al. It is belong to the light workload task.

Sutjana had reported that by applying participatory approach a sickle had been successfully changed from non-serrated into serrated, and increased the farmer’s productivity in harvesting rice. Artayasa had also modified the seat aspect of plough to be more comfortably used.

The roles of hoe in land preparation for Balinese farmer are very dominant. That is way every farmer in Bali has at least two hoes, fork type and single blade hoe. Up to now there is no study has conducted yet, in assessing the hoe’s efficacy. This study was conducted with the goal to compare the efficacy of single blade hoe and the fork type hoe in hoeing wet rice field. The working hypothesis was: that the single blade hoe has a similar efficacy with the fork type hoe in hoeing rice field.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

Subject. Twenty male Balinese farmers from Poh Manis Village, Denpasar County were selected as subjects for this study. They joined the study voluntarily. Informed consent was signed by them. They were divided into two groups, randomly; every group consisted of 10 persons.

Method. The first group was designed hoeing rice field using the fork type hoe, and the second group using the single blade hoe. They worked from 07.00 until 12.00 am. The parameter measured were resting heart rate, working heart rate, by applying ten pulses method. Production was measured by measuring the wide of land have been hoed in a certain given time; productivity was counted using the formula. The musculoskeletal complaint was assessed by using the questionnaire of Nordic Body Map, before starting to work and after working. The deep of hoeing was also measured in cm using part of the anthropometric instruments.

Analysis. Data was processed in SPSS and for the difference found was tested by student-t test.
**RESULTS**

For the physical characteristics of subjects is presented in **Table 1**. Both groups there is no significant difference found on their physical characteristics in term of age, weight, height, blood pressure and working experiences.

**Table 1.** The physical characteristics of subject, male Balinese farmer of Poh Manis Village, Denpasar County. Results are in mean ± SD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>The first group (n = 10)</th>
<th>The second group (n = 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Age (year)</td>
<td>49.27 ± 10.46</td>
<td>50.20 ± 9.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>56.72 ± 7.87</td>
<td>155.50 ± 5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>51.73 ± 6.64</td>
<td>52.58 ± 5.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Blood pressure systolic</td>
<td>119.89 ± 6.89</td>
<td>120.00 ± 5.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diastolic</td>
<td>79.59 ± 4.59</td>
<td>80.00 ± 5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Working experience (Yr)</td>
<td>15.5 ± 2.50</td>
<td>16.50 ± 2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the resting heart rate, working heart rate, product, productivity, musculoskeletal complaint, and the deep of hoeing is presented in **Table 2**.

**Table 2.** Resting, working heart rate, product, productivity, MSD and depth of soil hoed using two different hoes in Poh Manis Village, Denpasar County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Fork type hoe</th>
<th>Single blade hoe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Resting heart rate</td>
<td>77.3 ± 7.4</td>
<td>77.1 ± 7.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The average of resting heart rate is no significant difference (p>0.05) means that the starting point was in the similar condition. The mean of resting heart rate were 77.3 and 77.1 bpm for the subject hoeing used fork type and single blade hoe, respectively. The same was happened for the working heart rate 111.1 and 110.2 bpm for both groups. Statistically there is no significance (p>0.05).

The deep of soil hoed is no significantly difference (p>0.05), means that in hoeing used fork type hoe or the single blade hoe produce the same depth of hoeing. These data give an evident that the similar working results for the fork type hoe and the single blade hoes, used for hoeing in the wet rice field. Up to now, there was no study conducted in regards to this matter.

**Table 3.** The environmental aspect where the experiment were conducted at Subak Poh Manis, Denpasar Municipality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dry temperature (°C)</td>
<td>29.3 ± 0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Wet temperature (°C)</td>
<td>27.4 ± 0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Relative humidity (%)</td>
<td>85.03 ± 0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

The physical working capacity in this case was not able to do. From physical characteristics point of view, it is found that they belong to the ideal body weight group. None of them is in the overweight or obese. This study result confirms the study conducted previously. In another study one of the authors had reported that Balinese had a lower physical working capacity.
Looking at the working heart rate means, it is obviously that the hoeing on the wet rice field is categorized into a hard workload.\textsuperscript{11,12} It is comparable to some works, which were evaluated in Bali before.\textsuperscript{5,13} The product in terms of wide of soil being hoed was not also significantly differed (p>0.05). Productivity showing the similar thing, statistically there is no significance (p>0.05).

The MSD which were measured before and after working using the Nordic Body Map\textsuperscript{14} showing the similar results. There is no significant difference (p>0.05) among the both groups. This data also supports that the amount of work done may in similar quantity; by doing so, produced the muscle disturbances in a similar quantity. The use of NBM event it is considered is less accurate, but it is still valid and it is used by many researchers for assessing the muscle disturbances, as it had been reported.\textsuperscript{14,15}

Looking at the environmental aspect, it is fair to say that it is not significantly differ from the environmental of Bali in general. Means that farmer in Poh Manis as subject of this study are well adapted to environment. They are exposed to this environment every day, make them are so familiar. By then it is wise to say that during the study was not differed from their daily working environments. And also in doing the experiment for both hoes was conducted in the same area of rice field and at the same day. Therefore, the effect of environmental aspect could be similar for both hoes.

The results found in this research, was due to the application of participatory approach to the subject since in the beginning, as it is suggested by many other researchers.\textsuperscript{16-19}

**CONCLUSION**

Therefore it is conclude that: 1) looking at the quality of working products, productivity, and MSD that for hoeing the wet rice field in the tropical environment, the fork type hoe and the single blade hoe as one of the Balinese’ hand tools have a similar efficacy.

For further study it is recommended to conduct the same study using the same hoes for the dry soil.
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